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Intermediate Reader
“Queen of the Falls”
By Chris Van Allsburg
J-B TAYLOR, A.
When Annie Taylor went over Niagara Falls in a barrel
at sixty-two years old, she was not what people were
expecting. Will Annie find fame and fortune?

“Rhino Rescue!”
By Clare Hodgson Meeker
J 599.66 MEE
When Dereck and Beverly meet rhinos in trouble,
they know they have to get them to safety. These
true stories of animal rescue will have you cheering.

“Who Was/Is?” series
By Various Authors
J biography
Want to learn about someone who did something
amazing? This series contains over 100 titles alongside
What Was? and Where Is? Penguin provides educator
resources for all three series on their website.

“13 Artists Children Should Know”
By Angela Wenzel
J 709.2 WEN
The thirteen artists that Wenzel says children should
know about are presented in a chronological manner,
conducive for introduction to art history. Activities
teach the significance of each artist.

“If You Lived Here”
By Giles Laroche
J 392.36 LAR
Learn about the fascinating similarities and differences
among the homes people live in all over the world.
Each dwelling has a purpose that Laroche uncovers for
the reader, accentuating the similarity of “home.”

“Gail Gibbons Non-Fiction”
By Gail Gibbons
J non-fiction
Gail Gibbons has written and illustrated more than
fifty non-fiction titles. Each book contains a wealth of
information on the topic with stunning illustrations
that engage the reader.

“Mesmerized”
By Mara Rockliff
J 507.21 ROC
Dr. Mesmer has the people of Paris convinced that
he’s magic. But Ben Franklin knows that something
else it up. Through the scientific method, can he figure
out Mesmer’s trickery?

“Magic Tree House Fact Tracker” series
By Mary Pope Osborne
J non-fiction
When Jack and Annie get back from an adventure,
they usually have more questions than they started
with. This companion series to Magic Tree House
answers those questions! Read the fact and fiction.

“Citizen Scientists”
By Loree Griffin Burns
J 590.72 BUR
Learn how to get involved with gathering data for
ongoing scientific studies. Get outside and help
organizations like Audubon or FrogWatch.

“You Wouldn’t Want To” series
By Various Authors
J non-fiction
You wouldn’t want to, right? After reading a title
from this series you will know for sure that it
wouldn’t have been fun to live like that!
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